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2005 TRASHionals

Tossups

1. The last of its initial run was completed on October 27, 2006, and was delivered to the founder of
Chick-Fil-A. When originally designed, it borrowed its rounded design from the Audi 5000 and its
"bottom breather" nose from the Citroen DS. Replacing the LTD, it was discontinued 21 years after
its 1986 debut, but is returning to replace the Five Hundred with the Freestyle being rebranded as its
'X' type. The best selling car in the US from 1992 to 1997, name, for ten points, this sedan best
known for its rounded shape and SHO - Super High Output - variant.

ANSWER: Ford Taurus

2. The WWE's Montel Vontavious Porter does the "Fadeaway" associated with the song before
landing elbow drops. In October 2006 it inspired Michael Strahan and New York Giants' team-mates
to start taking jump shots to celebrate sacks, leading the NFL to threaten the team with
unsportsmanlike conduct penalties. In addition to the de rigueur New York Giants remix, other
versions include a reggaeton mix by Nely The Secret Weapon. For ten points, name this number one
single off rapper Jim Jones' album Hustler's P.O.M.E., the source of a rap feud between Jones and
Jay-Z.

ANSWER: We Fly High (prompt on Ballin')

3. He claims that it wasn't until 8th grade that he could throw a football father than his mother, an
Army careerist. He was briefly benched for Curtis Pulley last season, but regained the starting job
with help from new QB coach Randy Sanders. He threw 31 touchdown passes in 2006 and led his
team to its first bowl win in 22 years with a Music City Bowl win over Clemson. He also set a
NCAA record for completions without an interception with 325. This season he has thrown
last-second touchdowns in wins over Louisville and Arkansas, and threw for three scores and ran for
one in a triple overtime upset of LSU. Name, for ten points, this Heisman hopeful signal caller from
the University of Kentucky.

ANSWER: Andre Woodson

4. He agreed to star in the detective show Johnny Staccato in 1959, then walked out after just 11
episodes, using the money to finance Shadows. After receiving an Oscar nomination for The Dirty
Dozen, he returned to the detective genre in 1972, appearing opposite his friend Peter Falk on
Columbo. He and Falk also co-starred in Mikey and Nicky and his own film Husbands, and Falk
starred in his film A Woman Under the Influence opposite his wife, Gena Rowlands. For ten points,
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name this pioneering actor-director who financed his personal projects by appearing in mainstream
commercial movies like The Fury and Rosemary's Baby.

ANSWER: John Cassavetes

5. The guests on one of the episodes of his short-lived television show included Charles Mingus,
Norman Mailer, and a girl from Omaha hiding a banana. He claims to "love nobody . . . but [his]
own sweet flippin' self" in a duet he once sung with Patti Lupone. He once remarked that he would
want to be stranded on a desert island with Taylor Hanson until he found out the musician was a guy.
In addition to being involved in an affair with his friend's wife Loretta, an alternate reality has him
married to another friend's wife, Lois. For ten points, name Spooner Street's resident horndog,
frequent user of the word "giggity," and neighbor of the Griffins on Family Guy.

ANSWER: Glen Quagmire (accept first or last name)

6. On an episode of Reno 911! it is mistakenly used as a either a transformation or enchantment upon
an arrow as part of a trap that lead to a person being shot with a real arrow. It has verbal and somatic
components, is one of only two spells that can affect a Will O' Wisp, and can be thwarted with a
magical brooch. Galstaff, Sorcerer of Light casts it at "the darkness" in a popular Dead Alewives
sketch. Blocked by a Shield Spell, at max level it otherwise can strike up to five targets unerringly
unless they have total cover or concealment, and deals 1d4 + 1 points of damage per strike. For ten
points, identify this extremely useful and potent first-level sorcerer and wizard spell from Dungeons
& Dragons

ANSWER: Magic Missile

7. The most popular screen interpretation of this Herman Hupfeld song leaves out the first three
stanzas that talk of modernization with references to Einstein's theory and the fourth dimension. Rod
Stewart used this song as the title of his second Great American Songbook album, and the song was
used for the theme and title of a 1990s BBC sitcom starring Geoffrey Palmer and Judi Dench as
war-time lovers who meet again after 38 years apart. For ten points, you must remember this classic
sung by Dooley Wilson in the 1942 film Casablanca.

ANSWER: As Time Goes By

8. You can play with the Music Mixer and enter the Sound Bites contest, both named for this item,
on its company's website. With over 25 million sold since its introduction, it has been touted in
Beatlemania-type ads and print ads touting its ability to sense fear while sidestepping its 850 calories.
Made up of a half-pound of ground beef and six hickory smoked strips of its namesake meat, name,
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for ten points, this Wendy's sandwich.

ANSWER: Baconator

9. A three-time Illinois player of the year, she won back to back USA Today, Naismith and Gatorade
awards as a high school junior and senior. In her freshman year she hit the game-winning shot to
beat LSU in the conference title game, and was named the tournament and conference player of the
year. She is also noted for her dunking ability, as she became the first woman to dunk twice in a
game - and at all in a NCAA game - during a 2006 first round win over Army. This year she used
her other skills en route to being named the NCAA tournament's Most Outstanding Player. Name,
for ten points, this center/forward who led the University of Tennessee to its seventh national title.

ANSWER: Candace Parker

10. An enemy spawns directly on top of the player starting in level 256 of this game, essentially
halting any further progress. The real name of the main character of this game is Taizo Hori, but most
people simply refer to that protagonist by the title of the game. It had a 1985 sequel in which the
player tries to trap the enemies by creating fault lines that lead to sections of the land falling into the
water, killing anything on that piece of land. In the 1982 original, the protagonist can eliminate
Pookas and Frygars by arranging for rocks to drop on them or by using a pump to inflate the
enemies to explosion. For ten points, name this classic Namco arcade game in which the player can
reach enemies by creating underground tunnels.

ANSWER: Dig Dug

11. The last case on this show is similar to the X-Files episode "Unruhe," both in plot and in having
the killer played by Pruitt Taylor Vince, in this case as serial killer Clifford Banks. The second
season also ripped off OJ Simpson with Ricky Latrell, a star NBA player accused of killing his
team's owner. The second season cast differed significantly from the first, including new lead
Anthony LaPaglia, whose character Jimmy Wyler leaves the DA's office to take over the firm
formerly headed by Ted Hoffman, played by Daniel Benzali, who had worked on the case of Neil
Avedon, a young star charged with killing a 15 year old girl. For ten points, name this mid-90s serial
legal drama on ABC created by Steven Bochco whose original premise tracked a single trial for a full
season.

ANSWER: Murder One

12. WARNING: two answers required. Their first collaboration was just a straight cover from
1978's London Town, the 1980 single, Girlfriend, which unlike the other four singles from Off the
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Wall, failed to chart in the states. Their first vocal collaboration was a mid-tempo shuffle that reached
number 2 in Fall 1982 featuring extemporaneous banter at the end of the song. Their next
collaboration included an extended music video that showed the pair as Medicine Show hucksters,
which, in addition to The Man was featured on Pipes of Peace. For ten points, say, say, say the
names of these two pop chart champs of the 1980s whose partnership was stunted by one outbidding
another for the ATV Music Catalog that includes most of The Beatles' early hits.

ANSWER: Paul McCartney and Michael Jackson

13. He is named for one of the men who directed the 1964 Italian horror film Castle of the Living
Dead. On his mother's side he is the grandson of Tommy Douglas, the first socialist premier of
Saskatchewan. He earned a Genie Award nomination for his performance in The Bay Boy, and
followed that with a string of successes such as Stand By Me, Young Guns, The Lost Boys, and
Flatliners. For ten points, name this actor best known for playing Jack Bauer on the television series
24.

ANSWER: Kiefer Sutherland

14. Born Wan Li in 1924, he was forced onto the streets after his family was killed in the 1932
Japanese bombing of Shanghai. He is given his nickname, which references the 1951 Samuel Fuller
film The Steel Helmet, by an American who catches him attempting to pick his pocket and decides to
take him under his wing. He is first seen helping the protagonist escape from Lao Che outside Club
Obi-Wan, and he then joins Willie Scott and the title character in several further adventures. For ten
points, name this character played by Jonathan Ke Quan, the sidekick of the hero in Indiana Jones
and the Temple of Doom.

ANSWER: Short Round (accept "Shorty")

15. The title location could be in Vancouver, Canada, in New York, or in Los Angeles, where most
of the action takes place, but really it's a state of mind where drug-addicted Russian translators
translate pseudo-Cyrillic chat and observe orishas guiding Chinese-Cuban couriers through
parcour-like evasion routines while shipping containers are monitored by performance artists and
billionaire Belgian publishing magnates. The main plot involves the former lead singer of the band
The Curfew, Hollis Henry, discovering a scheme to tag money skimmed from Iraq's government
with a radioactive tracer. For ten points, name this latest novel by William Gibson.

ANSWER: Spook Country

16. They are named for a character from an 1869 political cartoon, a younger cousin of Uncle Sam
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and John Bull. The minor league team with this name won its league title six times, including its first
year and last years in the league, 1946 and 1970. For their first four years in the NHL they were in
the Eastern Division, but were moved to the Smythe Division in 1975, finishing first and winning
their first playoff series. In 1982 and 1994 they made the Stanley Cup finals, only to lose both times
to New York teams. Last season they made it to the second round of the playoffs, losing to eventual
Cup winner Anaheim. Now led by players like Markus Naslund, Trevor Linden and Roberto
Luongo, name, for ten points, this westernmost Canadian NHL franchise.

ANSWER: Vancouver Canucks

17. BBC Two currently airs the British version hosted by Donny Osmond. Lance Burton, Stan Lee,
and Frank Stallone have all appeared on the American version. Christian Saulnier, Christina Howard,
and Robert Talon have all been aided by friends, family, and experts such as Mark Edgar Stephens
and Dr. Deborah Anderson in taking home the $500,000 top prize. Once per game, the player also
has the option of narrowing down the twelve strangers to three for any of the items that must be
matched. For ten points, name this NBC game show hosted by Penn Jillette that challenges players to
infer details about a group of people only by looking at them.

ANSWER: Identity

18. His design was inspired by a Prince Valiant comic in which the title character dressed up as an
evil spirit. Created by Jack Kirby in 1972, his first two series were somewhat short-lived, but he
remains a popular supporting character and has appeared in The Sandman and Swamp Thing. Some
of his rivals include Klarion the Witch Boy and Morgaine, and following a promotion, he began only
to speak in rhyme. Originally summoned by his half-brother Merlin to defend Camelot against
Morgana le Fay and brought forth by a poem including the line "Gone! Gone! the form of man"
name, for ten points, this fiend of Hell bound to Jason Blood.

ANSWER: The Demon or Etrigan

19. It has only occurred 13 times in the modern major leagues, with five occurring in the 1920s (two
within a day of each other), and five since 1991. Between June 1927 and September 1992, it was
performed only once, by Ron Hansen in July 1968. Neal Ball did it first in 1909; on April 29, 2007,
Rockies shortstop Troy Tulowitzki most recently did this and Bill Wambsganass notably achieved it
in Game 5 of the 1920 World Series. Two of them have been completed by first basemen, although
the prerequisites for one to occur favor shortstops and second basemen. For ten points, identify this
feat in which a single fielding player achieves all of the putouts in an inning.

ANSWER: Unassisted triple play (do not prompt on "triple play")
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20. This 2007 theatrical release is the first in its star's nearly thirty-year career. Barry Benson,
disillusioned after finishing college, ventures outside the world he knows. He learns from Jessica, a
florist, that for centuries his kind have been robbed of their most valuable commodity. Incensed, he
successfully sues all of humanity for the return of said commodity, which ultimately puts his entire
race out of work and shifts the balance of nature. Barry must then find a way to repollinate flowers
and re-start honey production in, for ten points, what Dreamworks film, the first written by Jerry
Seinfeld?

ANSWER: Bee Movie

21. His son Simon was a recent editor of the Harvard Lampoon. After working as a film critic for
Time magazine, he moved into theater criticism, receiving a 1987 Pulitzer Prize nomination and
earning a reputation as "the Butcher of Broadway." In 2000, he published the memoir Ghost Light,
and his reviews are collected in Hot Seat. He received a second Pulitzer nomination in 2005 for his
current position: opinion columnist for the New York Times. For ten points, name this outspoken
critic of the Bush administration and author of The Greatest Story Ever Sold.

ANSWER: Frank Rich


